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It is important for the therapist to have in mind what the patient expects at the end of the therapy session. In
small studies conducted in nursing homes, aromatherapy has indicatedâ€¦â€¦ [Read More] References Archer,
Shirley  When that doesn't happen the problem persists and increases. This simple act can relieve an immense
amount of tension which reduces anxiety and depression. Complementary and Alternative Medicine, CAM,
are composed of herbal medicine, acupuncture, yoga, and manual therapy just to name a few. PTs work
closely with surgeons for rehabilitation both before and after to strengthen muscles and regain full movement.
One is to have him or her massaged. The most common massage therapy types are: aromatherapy,
craniofacial, lymphatic, reflexology, and compassionate touch, among other forms of therapy. XX is described
that this is the usual treatment frequency when someone has a facial paresis. Over the past few years, pre-natal
massage has become more popular among women who are expecting a baby. It follows the theory that there is
a map of the body on the soles of the feet and that when massaging areas called reflexes this can produce a
change and healing in another part of the body. We can manufacture our product on the basis of bio-magnetic
therapy which is very popular today. Today massage therapy is considered alternative to pharmaceuticals
rather than vice versa. It was held in high value in ancient Chinese and Japanese cultures, then spread through
Europe and became an adopted practice for many Greeks and Romans as a treatment for stiff muscles and
some diseases. Before turning to western medicine for pharmaceuticals that only mask the issues, massage
therapy should be the first thing people try. The more treatments received regularly, the longer a person will
be more able to cope with their stress. Reflexologist utilize many tools to aid in patient relief; rubber balls,
sticks of wood, and rubber bands There are about types of massage therapy; each type aims at achieving a
particular health goal. I feel that the benefit of rubbing aching muscles and hurt limbs comes to us as naturally
as breathing air. Sports physical therapists work with a number of patients with problems ranging from muscle
pains to sports injuries. There are numerous complaints about physicians not believing clients and telling them
it's all in their head. Not very many. A sprain occurs when ligaments are overextended or stretched beyond
their limits. Presently, massage therapy has become very popular in the United States. One massage
practitioner can do the same techniques as another on the same client, yet have different results. When done
properly, it is extremely therapeutic, attaining many positive results. If the medication is not a life or death
drug, it would be worth changing to massage therapy as the main treatment and western medicine as the
alternative. This inference is false. The whole upper body must be addressed to stop the pain cycle. It has
numerous benefits to offer and is becoming more widely accepted as a medical practice by doctors and the
general public. The Physical Therapist Assistant mostly helps with the workouts and stretches that patients
have to do. Let me start by telling you a little about myself, my past and current ambitions. This argument is
completely false because it has been proved by scientists that massage therapy has been one of the major
methods for treatment for more than years. However, the healing process does begin immediately following
one treatment. Move the part about only seeing the doctor for a few minutes verses a massage therapist who
takes time to listen to their clients issues up into the body of the paper. Many sports utilize it, including the
Olympics.


